
unconventional warfare

E V E NT  RU LES
Unconventional Warfare is a progressive global event for Star Wars: 
X-Wing played over the course of three days, focused on new squad 
building options that provide players a new way to create their own 
stories about epic battles in the Star Wars Galaxy.  Unconventional 
Warfare introduces several new concepts and rules for players to 
use during the event.

S T R A T E G I C  A P P R O A C H
Strategic Approach represents a squad’s unconventional tactics, 
preparation, and split-second decision making during the battle, 
granting several Perks over the course of the event. During Setup, 
between the Place Obstacles and Place Forces steps, players may 
declare a single Strategic Approach for their squad, based on their 
chosen squad building restrictions.

P E R K S
Perks are specific benefits that a player may utilize during the 
game, based on their chosen Strategic Approach. Each Strategic 
Approach contains three Perks, one of which will unlock on each 
day of the event. Perks from Strategic Approach are cumulative. 
On day two, players will benefit from the first two unlocked Perks; 
on day three, players will benefit from all three unlocked Perks 
listed under their chosen Strategic Approach.

A L I G N M E N T
Squads in Star Wars: X-Wing are aligned with either the Dark Side 
or the Light Side of the Force, depending on their faction. The 
exception to this rule is that players using a Scum and Villainy 
squad may choose their alignment at the beginning of the event. 
Alignment is used when reporting games during the online 
global event.

• Separatist Alliance, Galactic Empire, and First Order are 
aligned with the Dark Side of the Force.

• Galactic Republic, Rebel Alliance, and Resistance are aligned 
with the Light Side of the Force.

• Scum and Villainy players may choose to align with either the 
Dark Side or the Light Side of the Force, at the beginning of 
the event.

SQ U A D  BU I LD I N G
In addition to the squad suilding rules detailed in the rulebook, 
players may choose to build their squad before each game using 
one of the following sets of optional restrictions.  Players who 
build a squad that meets the requirements of both the standard 
restrictions and one of the optional restriction sets will be able to 
use the Perks listed under their chosen Strategic Approach as they 
are unlocked over the course of the event.

F I G H T E R  A C E S
• Each squad must only include small ships that are limited.

• Each squad must include at least three ships.

H E A V Y  H I T T E R S
• Each squad must include at least two medium ships or one 

large ship.

• Each squad may include up to two small ships.
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